Labyrinth Puzzle Set: Logo Puzzle
The bug is the 13-hour clock from Labyrinth. Extract the letters in the order of the
puzzles per the Answer Sheet.

LOCATION (semaphore, N/A; no letters
highlighted = nothing)

MAIN PUZZLE (semaphore D; letter = 13
= M)

MAIN PUZZLE (semaphore A, letter = 1 = MAIN PUZZLE (semaphore N; letter = 7 =
A)
G)

MAIN PUZZLE (semaphore C, letter = 9 =
I)

META (semaphore E; letter = 3 = C)
SOLUTION
highlighted numbers spell out: MAGIC
semaphore spells out: DANCE

BONUS (nothing)

Puzzled Pint September 2018
SOLUTION TO GUARDS

PART 1

The answer is EIGHT.

In summary, the first guard's clues describe the numbers 18 and 8. The second guard's
clues describe the number 18. Since they can't both be telling the truth, the correct
number cannot be 18; therefore, the first guard must be telling the truth, and the
answer must be 8 (EIGHT).

BLUE GUARD’S CLUES:

-“The square of this number, minus this number, is less than 1400.” The number is less
than 38: 382 – 38 = 1406.

-"The sum of this number's digit(s) is greater than the sum of the digit(s) of the number
that is two greater than this number."
Typically, when you add 2 to a number, its Ones digit will increase. The exception is, of
course, when the Ones digit goes past 9, ending on either 1 or 0. For this number's
digits' sum to be greater than the sum of the digits of the number that is two greater,
this number must have either an 8 or a 9 in the Ones place.

Since we know the equal to 37 or less, and ends in either 8 or 9, we know that this guard
can only be describing 8, 9, 18, 19, 28, or 29.

-"This number's digits do not contain an odd quantity of 9s."
This means that none of the numbers ending in 9 can be correct; it is not possible to
have an even number of 9s at this point.

This guard can only be describing 8, 18, or 28.

-"This number is not a multiple of 7."
Excludes 28.

This guard can only be describing 8 or 18.

-"This number, when spelled out as a word, has at least five letters."
Neither 8 nor 18 is eliminated by this clue. This clue doesn't add anything at this
point. Pure red herring.

This guard can only be describing 8 or 18.

RED GUARD’S CLUES
Basically, the first clue tells you that (the guard claims) the number can only be
18. Once you realize that, that's all the information you need to know that the second
guard is lying and the answer must be 8 (as explained above).
-"The sum of this number's digits is equal to half of this number."
This statement only describes 18, but few people would realize that quickly. But it is
easy to draw a few conclusions from this:
1) The number (according to this guard) can only have two digits. The digits of a threedigit number could at most sum to 27 (9+9+9), which is less than half of the smallest
three-digit number. Going to any more digits than three only makes this ratio worse.
2) The number can be, at most, 36. This is because the most a two-digit number's digits
can sum to is 18 (9+9), and that is half of 36.
3) The number cannot be single-digit. (A single digit could not be equal to half of itself.)
4) The number must be even.
So, suddenly this clue has become very manageable. But it's easy to go further still:
5) The number cannot be a number in the 30s. 36 is our upper bound, but 3 and 6 sum
to 9, which is nowhere near half of even 30. Lower numbers yield smaller digit sums.
6) The number cannot be in the 20s. 29's digits sum to 11, and that's the highest sum
you can get. That's half of 22--but 22's digits sum to 4. 20's digits sum to 2. Neither of
those will work, and neither will larger numbers in the 20s.
7) That leaves us with two-digit numbers less than 20, and those are easy to check oneby-one. That will leave us with only 18.
None of Guard 2's other clues are necessary to solve the puzzle, although they all
correctly describe the number 18.

PART 2
The answer is ATE.
Summary: The Blue Guard’s clues are internally inconsistent and he must therefore be
lying. The Red Guard’s clues, together with the Blue Guard’s first clue, should easily lead
the solver to ATE.
The Blue Guard:
The last clue tells you that the word must have twelve letters. But the penultimate clue
suggests that the word must have the same number of letters as the last names of two
US presidents. And no US presidents have had a last name 12 letters long. (The longest
are 10 letters long.) So the Blue Guard must be lying. This tells us that the correct word
DOES contain the most frequently occurring letter in English (E), although this is not
necessary to finding the correct word.
The Red Guard:
• “This word is a homophone of a playing card rank.” The word is a homophone of
ace, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, jack, queen, or king.
• Homophones:
• two -> TO, TOO
• four -> FOR
• eight -> ATE
• “You can change one letter in this word to make a playing card rank”: You can
change one letter in TOO or ATE to get a playing card rank: (TWO or ACE). Only
ATE fits the other clues:
• Adding N to ATE gives you “ANTE”.
• ATE anagrams to TEA which is a homophone of the letter T.
• ATE is a verb that anagrams to EAT, which is the same verb in a different
tense.
• Note that ATE also contains the letter E (see Blue Guard).

